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2 Perceptions of Populism 
and the Media 
A Qualitative Compara tive 
Approach to Studying the Views 
of J ournalists and Politicians 

Susana Salgado and James Stanyer 

Introduction 

This chapter provides background on the methodological approach 
adopted in the study on politicians' and journalists' perceptions of popu
lism in the next two chapters of this colJection. One of the two chapters 
presents and discusses· politicians' perceptions (Salgado et al.) and the 
other, journalists' perceptions (Stanyer et al.). This research had several 
aims. The first was to understand populism from the perspective of politi
cians and journalists. Few, if any, studies have sought to try and under
stand the phenomenon from this standpoint. The second was to give voice 
to our data subjects, allowing them to express themselves in their own 
words, without constraint. And, third, was to determine the extent to 
which perceptions were shared (or not) across borders. Few, if any, stud
ies have tried to understand this phenomenon in a compara tive contexto 

Our approach aims to identify the most commonly held views on popu
lism in countries in different European regions and to explore the reasons 
underpinning those views. This type of research agenda has potential to fur
ther illustrate the relationships between populism and media, and between 
populism and democracy. The present chapter outlines the main pro ce dures 
adopted in our approach to studying perceptions of populism. Before con
cluding with a summary on our findings, the chapter explains the main 
outcomes of the research and provides contextuai data for the study, as well 
as providing insight into reasons for the methodological design adopted by 
our research approach. It also examines some of the challenges faced by 
comparative studies in gathering and analyzing qualitative data. 

Why Study Perceptions of Populism? And 
Why Include the Media? 

The general purpose of our approach to studying perceptions of populism 
is broadly inspired by Blumer's (1986 [1969]) symbolic interactionism, 
which is based on three main premises: Actions towards things are heavily 
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influenced by the meaning of those things to the actors; meaning itself 
results from different types of social interactions; and meanings are con-
trued and modified thwugh imerpr tive pro e es. Funhermore, in ou!' 

view, til. media are deeply involved in ali of these processes, especially 
when we eon ider complex phenomena ucb a populismo Thi line of rea
'?ning substa~tiates the relevance of comparatively investigating pereep
tlon of popult m and what journali ts and politician -two group whieh 
usually tak on the rol of leading public opinion-con ider populism to 
be, and what are it cau es and consequences. 

Making sense of politicai information and events, in a similar way to 
politicai ialization more generally, is influépced by what we consider 
other to think. dditionally, research has poihted to the influential role 
of opinion leader in opinion formation (e.g., rhe two-step flow of com
munication by Katz & Lazarsfeld, 2017 [1955] which draws attention to 
the influences of opinion leaders on citizens, and of media on both). Other 
influential media re eareh has also empirically upporred the impact tbe 
media have on p rceptions and attitude (e.g., Gerbner & Gro ~ 1976. 
MeComb & Shaw 199 . Domke, Shah, & Wackman, 1998· cheufele, 
1999). 

Contemporary po litica i and m dia nvironmcnt also ugge t th.. 
centrality of both opinion-maker and the media in the formati n of 
percepti n . For example p pl1list rhetoric it elf implie the impor
tance of the media: Some popl1list politician openly criti iz journalists 
an~ main tream media aod portray chem a ' enemie of the people', 
wilde mo t populists try to bypa ali kind of representation, inc1ud
ing that provided by the new media coverage of current ev I1ts. A 
prime example is Viktor Orbán in Hungary. This also means that there 
are commonly intentional distortions of news and reality which result 
in misinÍormed beliefs that have potential to impact on the different 
actors' perceptions of events. 

Populism has been seen both as a negative and positive feature of 
democra )' (e Mudde & Kaltwa er, 2012, 2017· Aa lberg Esser, Reine
mann, tcombãek & de Vree e,2017; algado & Stavrakakis, 2018). Ir 
might be that this appar nt contradiction i linked, not onl)' to the differ
ent experiences countries have which is drivell by dl different types of 
populisll1 they have Fir t-hand xperience of but also to the di eour e by 
and abOli[ populi C chat re produeed and onveyed in the different cypes 
of media by pinion-maker ln general, and il1 parti ular by politieians 
and main tream journali ts . 

A tud)' ueh a. this also provide importam subsidiary information 
abom democracy its quality and the role of the media in democracy. 
By talking abollt populi m, it cause and consequences, poliei ian and 
journaJists are indirectly a e ing the quality of democracy in their own 
countl'Íe and worldwide, and making inferences about the role of dif
ferent typ of media (e.g. new media coverage and social media) both 
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. d moeraey alld in these phenomena. " tabli hing the most common 
I ~ ~ 011 P ' pu li m and on popl1list actor ai o et the tone for funher 
VI W . . I ' fi' I d ' 1 under tanding cltlzen~ eva uatlon o t le country .v.a .ue ,~n Ig?a 
the behaviors and attltudes that are expected oí polIt1C1ans, )ournaltsts, 
and citizens in general. .. 

This relationship between opinion-makers' ideas and the overaIl POhtl
cal environment is largely assumed in research, but it has not been con-
. tently and systematicaIly examined and documented. Our research 

:;proach fit within thi . cope and i a lir t an mpt tO look at these. i ~e. 
systematica((y, bur takll1g advantage of the added value of quahtatlve 
researeh regarding the riellnes and eom~ lexity of th data eoIlected. nly 
a qualitative approach permits such a detailed study of these elements. 

Why a Qualitative (Comparative) Approach to 
Studying Populism? 

The main goal of this research project is to try to understand how actors 
in the media and polit~cs make sense of the current 'populist zeitgeist'. 
There is a long tradition in communication and media studies, and in the 
social sciences more generally, of interpretivist research (Denzin & Lin
coln, 2011). However, qualitative comparative analyses in this vein have 
been less common. lndeed, most spatialIy compara tive research has paid 
less attention to questions of human understanding, preferring instead to 
focus on causality and empirically observable facts. This positivistic meth
odological approach has advantages (King, Keohane, & Verba, 1994), but 
it is not the only one and is not always the most suitable for addressing 
certain research questions (see Brady, Collier, & Seawright, 2010). 

From existing quantitative research on populist politicai communica
tion, we know an increasing amount about whac populist politicians and 
parties say and what is said about them in the media and, fram this, the 
views of such actors might be extrapolated, but as far as we know, few 
have gone beyond media texts and politicai manifestos to explore meaning 
making in relation to populism. So why do we need to examine journal
ists' and politicians' understanding of populism? And why comparatively? 
We do not know exactly what sense politicians and journalists in different 
countries make of the rise of populism. Is it, for example, connecced to 
racism, nationalism, popular participation? What assumptions, associa
tions, and prejudices are most commonly held? It is precisely these views 
that shape the production of politicai and media texts and are an impor
tant part of shaping public opinion and politicai attitudes. Politicians and 
journalists are considered important opinion-makers and have privileged 
access to media outlets, which allows them to spread their views and influ
ence others. Knowing the substance aí their opinions about important 
is sues such as populism, and its causes and consequences, is therefore key 
to comprehending what is understood by populism in different places, 
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which type of discourse, arguments, and issues are usually associated with 
it, and what explains variations across countries. 

We also wanted to give voice to our data subjects to allow them to 
express themselves in their own words, to explain what they understood 
about populism, and then to see the extent to which perceptions are 
shared (or not) across borders. That is, to try to understand meaning 
making in the conrext in whi h ir happ ns, in particular, national politi
cai and media om ' ts. Wh.ile there hav been some attempt r explore 
the meaning making attivity oE data ' ubjects, this tend not 'to be com
pacativ . Ther fore, we wanted to know the extent of shared perceptions 
across borders given the different contexts. :qxisting research provides a 
series of possible reasons for why perceptions might be different or imi
lar between countries, and these reasons are 'discussed in the respecrive 
chapters on journalists' and politicians' perceptions. 

Qualitative comparative research faces several hurdles, especially when 
involving more than two or three national contexts (Brady et aI., 2010). 
However, having a team of scholars from 15 European countries, with 
knowledg of the p liticaJ and media systems and cultures, presented a 
golden opportunity for a qualitative comparative analysis of understand
ings of populismo Beside the immediate linguistic advantages, such a team 
can provide an in-depth culturally nuanced insight that cannot be gained 
otherwise, and rarely by one or two holars. It is only with this knowl
edge that qualitative comparative research can be carried out thoroughly 
and any reliable patterns identified. 

It is important to note that from the outset the project was a collab
orative exercise. The working group was committed to the principIe of 
inclusive research. All members were given the opportunity to provide 
input into each stage of the research process and the discussions took 
place at key meetings organized by the COST Action, with further work 
conducted in the periods between meetings. 

ln sum, we believe that a qualitative comparative approach has the 
advantage of drawing on the substantive knowledge of researchers situ
ated in the countrie under examination. This allows a more culturally 
nuanced ac Ount of the journalists' and politicians' understanding of 
populism acro countrie. 

Method 

ince the f cu of tne project was to exa mine how poliei ian anel jour
nali t make n e of populism and its eau anel eon eq uence , ir was 
importam that the chosen resear h in trumem allowed til e two tar
get group to expres their view and provide detailed resp nses to the 
que tions. Wc could bav u ed ao in rl'Ument ·u h as a cio ed survey 
with pre-defined r p n e (e.g. ye /no ar ,multiple-choice sets) bur ir 
was felt among working group member rhat this would limir ebe cope 
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for interviewees to be able to e~press the~sel.ves. It was deem~d crucial 
to allow the interviewees to articulate then Vlews and not be hmlted to 

box-ticking. 
It is well documented that qualitative research interviews allow in-

depth exarnination of views, although they do have well-acknowledged 
limitations (e.g., very context-specific data could elicit processes of 'dou
ble herrneneutic'; for a synoptic account, see King & Horrocks, 2010). 
However, this choice needed to be offset against the need to be able 
to compare interview findings. The need to produce material that was 
directly comparable across countries, media outlets, and politicai parties 
meant that the interviewers needed to use the sarne questions and have 
the exact sarne guidelines regarding how questions should be posed, and 
additional information requested when needed. To overcome this tension, 
the working group used semi-structured qualitative research interviews. 
These enabled there to be a balance between, on the one hand, giving 
voice to the interviewee, and, on the other, providing a clear focus on a 
nurnber of agreed topics. It also affarded interviewees the spa ce to talk 
but provided material t.hat was directly comparable. 

Countries Included and Contextual Information 

As noted earlier, we were interested in identifying discernible patterns 
across countries, type of media outlets and politicaI parties, and between 
left and right on the politicai spectrum. ln total, researchers from 
13 countries took part in the study of journalists, and 11 countries in the 
study of politicians (see Table 2.1 below). This means that some countries 
anly appeared in one of the studies. The country sample was self-selecting, 
determined by membership of the COST Action, and by interest in and 
ability to participate in the research being developed at the working group. 
The nature of all COST Actions rneans that as long as a country meets the 
qualifying cri teria, researchers from that country can join the Action. 
The working group chairs ensured as much as possible that the country 

Table 2.1 Country sample for the interview studies with journalists and politicians 

Country 

Eastern Europe 

Northern Europe 

Southern Europe 

Western Europe 

Other 

Journalists 

Bosnia and Herzegovina; 
Bulgaria; Czech Republic; 
Hungary; Romania; Serbia 

Denmark 

France; Greece; Italy; 
Portugal; Spain 

Turkey 

Politicians 

Bosnia and Herzegovina; 
Bulgaria; Hungary; 
Poland; Romania 

Denmark; Norway 

Greece; Italy; Portugal; 
Spain 
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ample incJuded countries thar corre ponded t ali the differ nt Europeao 
regioos (see Aalberg et a!. 2017), bllt chi ould oor be enforced, and 
some countries had to withdraw Erom the tudy due to lack of means to 
conduct rhe re earch ( ee also the il1tr duccion t0 chi volume). Ther wa 
ineJuctabJe [ o ioo betweeo whar wa de irable io cheory and what wa 
fea ible in practice. ln each country a minimum of fOllr jOllJ:nali t and 
four politi ian were interviewed. This followed a long di cu ioo about 
the Eea ibility of adding additional interviewee vi -à-vi che vallle added 
to thi with the po sibiliry of intl'oducing sample imbalan e in rhe data 
analy j tage. 

The politicians io luded in the tudy wer reguired to be lecred poliri
ciao in national r regi nal a emblies or par~y leader ' representative . 
The ample needed to inc/ude I ft and r.ight or center politicai panies, 
and one populi t party a c1efined by country chapter inc\uded in the 
edited volume by Aalb rg et a!. (2017) in which the differenr ca e of 
populi t actOr in the everal European counrrie were identified and dis
cu sed by the cOllotry hapter' allthor . The selecrioll of populi r actor 
incIuded io om tlldy wa rhll ba ed Oll che election previou Iy made 
by rhe panicipant in their c untry cbaprer whicb were pllbli hed io 
rhe fir t COST Action edited book (Aalberg et aI. 2017), namely n 
Bo nia (Dzananovié & Karamehié 2017) tlle Czech Republic (O ar & 
St"tka 2017), Denmal'k (Bãchler r Hopmann, 2017), Fraoce (Hubé & 
Tl'Uan, 2017) Greece (Papathanas opoulos iannou li Andreadis 
20 7), Hungary ( sig6 & Merkovity, 2017) Italy (Bobba & Lcgnante, 
2017) orway Oup kã Ivar flateo, Kal ne & Aalberg 2017) P land 
( rçpill ka Lípió ki, He s, & Piontek 2017) Portugal ( algado & 
Zúqucte, 2017), Romania (Corbu Balaban-Bala~ & egrea-Busuioc, 
2017) and pain (Sander Bergaoza r de Miguel 2017). Table 2.2 
give an verview of che parti e Erom each cOl.1ntry repre ent d by Ollf 
interviewee (approximately 50 politician ). 

To be intervi wed in our tudy journali t had tO b e tablished aod 
experienced professional who report on politi and who work for a 
known media olltlet, preferably witll national or international rcach. 
Where this wa nor po ible new media outlet with regional rca h could 
ai o be included. The coumr)' rcam were a ked to include one journali t 
fr ma popular/tabloid media outler that conformed to the above, when-
ver po ible.Overall more than 50 journali t were interviewed. An over

view oE th uew media outlers they worked for can be f und in Table 2.3. 
ln tbe event thar country r ams were unable tO meer the crireria f r 

election rheir countrie were ex:c1uded trom one or both studic . While 
,in most countries a ce to inrerviewee wa unproblematic, chi wa n t 

a1ways the ca e for both politi ian and jOlll'l1ali t5. ln ome ountrie, 
despi te repeared reque t ir was impossible tO achieve the quota of inter
view and/or the minimllm reqllired balanc in the sample within the 
given rim frame and o tllese countrie were excluded fram thc tudy. 
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Table 2.2 Politicai parties of the interviewed politicians 

Cauntry Type af party 

Left and center-left Right and center-right Populist parties 
parties parties 

Bosnia The Democratic Serb Democratic Party; SBB (AlIiance for 
Front Party of Democratic Better Future) 

Action (SDA) 

Bulgaria Coalition Bulgarian Citizens for European Ataka; Volya 
Socialist Party for Development of 
Bulgaria Bulgaria (CEDB) 

Denmark Social-Democrats; Venstre (Right-Liberal Danish People's 
Alternativet Party) Party 

Greece Potami Nea Dimokratia (New Golden Dawn; 
Democracy) Syriza 

Hungary LMP (an independent MP) Fidesz; Jobbik 

ltaly Democratic Party Forza Italia Northern League; 
5 Stars Movement 

Norway Socialist Left.Party; Conserva tive Party The Progress Party 
Centre Party 

Poland Modern Civic Platform (PO) Law and Justice (PiS) 
(Nowoczesna); 
Democratic Left 
AlIiance (SLD) 

Portugal Communist Party Social Democratic PNR (National 
(PCP); Socialist Party (PSD) Renewal Party) 
Party (PS) 

Romania PSD (The Social PNL (National Liberal USR (Union to Save 
Democrat Party) Party); UDMR (The Romania) 

Democratic Union of 
the Hungarians from 
Romania) 

Spain PSOE; Citizens (C's) Popular Party (PP) Podemos 

Asking Questions 

The interview gllide covered the key questions to be asked by ali research
ers involved in the project (see sectioll below for further details on the 
actual qllestions and their specific purpose). The questions were designed 
to be open and not leading. It was agreed the interviewers should not 
lead the interviewees' responses, but instead allow them to speak. Follow
up qllestions for clarification collld be asked when necessary but it was 
important to allow the interviewees to respond without prampt and to 
freely speak their minds. With these strict procedures, we were trying to 
ensure that we were collecting responses to the actual qllestions posed and 
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Table 2.3 Media oudets of the interviewed journalists 

Country Type of media outlet 

Broadsheetlserious Popularltabloid media 

Bosnia Numanovié; Karup-Drusko; Daily Avaz 
Mavrak; TV Cubro 

Bulgaria Panorama Bulgarian National Gallery 
Television (BNT); media regulatory 
body; freelance journalist and 
politicaI blogger 

Czech Republic Czech Television; Tfden (The Week); 
Respekt; Právo . 

Denmark Politiken; Jyllands-Posten; TV2 Ekstra Bladet 
France 

Greece 

Hungary 

Italy 

Portugal 

Romania 

Serbia 

Spain 

Turkey 

Le Monde; slate.fr; www.lesjours.fr; 
freelance journalist 

Kathimerini; Efimerida ton 
Syntakton; cnn.gr 

Heti Világ Gazdaság (World 
Economy Weekly); TV2 

Corriere della Sera, II Giornale; 
II Fatto Quotidiano 

Público; Expresso; Observador; SIC 

Adevarul; Sinteza; c1ujulcultural.ro 

Radio Television of Vojvodina; 
Deutsche Welle Radio; NIN 

EI Mundo; COPE; Libertaddigital. 
com; el diario.es 

Hurriyet; anonymous national 
newspaper x2; Gozlem (regional) 

Democratia 

888.hu; RTL Klub 

Correio da Manhã 

Romania TV 

Blic 

that we were gleaning the respondents' first impressions without inducing 
any bias via the interviewer. 

Th l'e Ol't to prompt and probe during inrervi w wa ai o Ot id
ered and it wa deemed thar the. e intervcnti n were important to llSure 
rhar the interviewe refie ted on and add(e . ed the que tions a ked ( ee 
King & Horr ck 2010, for a di cu ion f the i. sue ). Thi typ' of 
a don by the intervi w r wa limited though to situation where the 
intcrviewee had not pr p rly addresscd a que cion or when fUl'ther clarifi-
ation \ó <1 needed . pecific rccommendation w re mad for interviewers 

to avoid leading the interviewees' answers and to intervene only in case 
the actual question had not been answered or when further clarification 
was deemed necessary. 

FinaIIy, it was decided that ali interviews should either be conducted 
in person or ove r Skype call, and not by email or a social media medium 
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such as Facebook (see Opdenakker, 2006, for a discussion of the issues 
. volved in this type of decision). In-person interviews were favored and 
~:couraged, but in case these were not possible due to distance or the 
llnavailability of respondents to meet in person, interviews were con
dllcted through Skype. 

Translation 

There were 15 different countries included in the study, each with a dif
terent language. The challenges of translating qllalitative interviews have 
been well docllmented elsewhere (Bogusia & YOllng, 2004). One of the 
main challenges of conducting qualitative compara tive research in mul
ti pie languages is the issue of accurate translations that ta~e accoun~ of 
cultural and linguistic differences. This cha11enge was amplIfied by a lIm
ited budget. While there was no money for professional translators, a11 
working group members spoke English fluently in addition to their native 
language. The translations were thus conducted by members of the COST 
Action and of the working group. This had the added advantage that 
those who translated the interviews were the sarne people working on the 
research, ensuring that they were familiar with the project, its guidelines, 
and objectives (Bogusia & Young, 2004). 

Each research question was also translated from English into the vari
ous native languages by participating researchers. Any queries with the 
original English questions were followed up with the project leaders. Any 
potential fo11ow-up questions not included in the interview guide, but 
deemed necessary to clarify the respondents' answers, had to be clearly 
signaled and fu11y translated and explained in the interview transcripts. 
Once complete, all the interviews were transcribed into English or, in 
the event this was not possible, into their native language with ali the 
relevant passages relative to the research qllestions trans[ated into English. 
While it would have been ideal to translate each interview in its entirety 
into English, the cost of doing this and the practicalities of timing meant 
that this could not be done at this stage in ali countries. The translated 
responses to each of the questions were then made available for the 
research team to use. 

Explaining the Questions 

The questions were designed not only to capture the most relevant percep
tions of populism from these two target groups, but also to attempt to 
unravel what could be underpinning some of their ideas, always consider
ing the comparative dimension, as previously explained. This means that 
the questions had to be simple and straightforward and had to make per
fect sense to both groups, that is to say, they could not be focused merely 
on journalistic culture issues or on polity-related subjects, but they had 
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to be meaningful to both target groups. There were five main questions 
which, in some cases, additionally included short follow-up questions. 
The questions were devised to illustrate the key themes that are usually 
related to the formation of perceptions of populism: The broad meaning 
of populism for each of these two target groups in different European 
countries; the perceived consequences of populism in their country and in 
democracy in general; the reasons for the popularity of populist politicai 
actors; the social issues that are most related to populism (if any, in their 
opinion) in their own country; and, finally, the role of the media, both 
mainstream media outlets and social media, in spreading or containing 
populist ideas and discourse. These questions *ere thus also related to 
the issues addressed in other parts of this volum~. 

The specific aim of the first question, 'What dOlYou understand by pop
ulism?', was to determine what the interviewees recognized as populism 
and to take note of the examples of populist politicai actors, both national 
and international, that were mentioned by them (specific instructions were 
given to the interviewers to specifically ask for at least two examples 
of populist politicians and populist politicaI parties, one national and 
one international, in case respondents had not referred to any specific 
examples in their answer). Linking specific examples to the interviewees' 
understanding allowed us insight into the coherence of their views about 
populism and, at the sarne time, to explore whether there were mainly 
differences or similarities in what journalists and politicians in different 
countries consider prime examples of populist politicai actors (both indi
viduaIs and institutions, such as politicaI parties). From this question, 
we were also interested in noting whether the interviewees had a clear 
idea about what populism is and means, or whether they gave a vague 
appreciation of these developments and phenomena (country teams were 
asked to consider whether the interviewees provided a clear definition or 
not). ln addition, the study aimed to ascertain if populism was perceived 
by the interviewees as something mainly positive, negative, or both, or 
indeed neutral, and if they perceived it as mostly dependent on the politi
caI actors and the specific contexto 

The second question dealt with the consequences of populism, both 
in the interviewees' own countries and more generally for democracy 
worldwide ('What do you think the consequences of populism are for 
your country? And what are, in your view, the consequences of populism 
for the health of democracy in general?'). The objective of including this 
topic was to ascertain what the two groups, politicians and journalists, 
thought about the effects of populism. We considered it important to 
determine the types of effects that were named, and whether there were 
differences in Europe regarding the prevalence of negative versus positive 
effects of populismo Associating populism with a specific valence and to 
a determined type of effect also conveys important information regard
ing what the main perception of populism is, and could even, in some 
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cases, conflict with it. For example, a person considering populism to be 
the people participating in democracy and, at the sarne time, seeing it as 
something negative. 

ln question three we addressed the reasons for the success of populist 
politicaI l ea~ers and par.ties ('ln your opini~n, ;vhat are .the reasons for 
the populanty of popuhst leaders and partles? ). The 31m here was to 
understand what the interviewees thought about what explains the appeal 
of populist politicaI parties and leaders and whether those causes were 
related to international versus national factors (e.g., society, politics, cu 1-
ture, media), or to politicalleaders' personal characteristics (charisma, 
clarity in communication, and so on). 

Question four was aimed at exploring the social issues that these two 
target groups usually relate to populism in the 15 different countries 
('Which social issues are most related to populism in your country?'). 
lnterviewers received instructions to note the most important social issues 
(e.g., immigration, migration crisis, unemployment, cuts in welfare ben
efits, and so on), as well as specific measures and policies implemented 
by the national governments or the European Union, and to only ask 
for further information in cases in which clear examples had not been 
provided by the interviewee. 

Finally, the last question on our list was related to the role played by 
the media ('ln your country, to what extent are leading media outlets sup
portive or criticai of populism? Do any media outlets behave in a populist 
manner? If so, which ones?'). The objective was to understand whether the 
in~erviewees saw populism as a broader phenomenon that could involve 
the media and explore these perceived connections: What is the general 
stance that media outlets take towards populism, do they cover populist 
ideas and actors, or are the media openly against populism and therefore 
refuse to cover populist ideas and actors or campaign against them? The 
interviewers received special instructions to ask specifically for examples 
of media outlets that acted in a populist manner and to try to understand 
why the interviewee considered those media outlets to be populist. This 
information is key to evaluating the role that is attributed by politicians 
and journalists to the media in spreading or containing populism in these 
different European countries. 

Analyzing the Material 

The richness and effectiveness of any interview study depends in part on 
the analysis of the material gathered. After the interviews were held and 
transcribed, the objective was to provi de a coherent overview of the mate
rial collected from the multiple countries by systematizing the interview
ees' responses and by deriving further information about the perceptions 
captun!d in the qualitative interviews. It was decided that the best way 
to achieve this within the budget and time frame was by using thematic 
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analysis. 'Thematic analysis is a method for identifying, analyzing and 
reporting patterns (themes) within data' (Braun & Clarke, 2006, p. 79). 
While there are various approaches (see Braun & Clarke, 2006 ), it is 
an ideal method for analyzing qualitative data such as interviews. The 
strengths and pitfalls of using the method have been widely discussed 
(see Aronson, 1995; Braun & Clarke, 2006), but this type of approach 
provides a workable and cost-effective way to make sense of a potentially 
large amount of data produced irom the interview process and, as such, 
was suitable for this study. The data collected through the interviews was 
then analyzed by the country teams in order to deconstruct and retrieve 
both direct quotes from the respondents' answers and meta-information, 
inferences that could be made from the way in'which they answered the 
questions. 

The researchers used the procedures outlined in Braun and Clarke 
(2006) and the actual national thematic analyses were conducted in 
two stages. Stage one involved the researchers from each country going 
through the responses to each question and identifying the key themes. 
This material was sent to the project coordinators together with the trans
lated key passages from the manuscript of each interview. After this proce
dure, country teams were asked to further analyze the data by completing 
predetermined forms that contained specific information requests. 

Namely, in the first question, which was related to the definition of 
populism irom the point of view of the respondent, the additional infor
mation that was withdrawn from the intervíews was based on the follow
ing guidelines: Does the interviewee provide a clear, or vague, definition 
of populism? Is the definition provided explicitly based on an individual 
politician (yes/no, who)? Is populism seen as negative, positive, or both? 
With regard to question two, which focused on the consequences of popu
lism, researchers were asked to interpret the valence (positive, negative, 
or both) of the effects that had been named by the respondents, and to 
categorize them into specific types of effects, namely: social effects (e.g., 
citizen participation, increased racism and intolerance, etc.); party system 
effects (e.g., new politicaI parties, unexpected electoral success of populíst 
parties, etc.); policy effects (e.g., new policies focusing on issues raised by 
populist politicaI actors). Similarly, the further analysis of question three 
also included some degree of categorizatíon, ln addition to identifying 
the main idea of what explains the appeal of populist leaders and parties 
according to the interviewee, researchers were asked to discern between 
different options and to illustrate with examples or quotes provided by the 
respondents. The following options were included: personal characteris
tics, politicai factors, social factors, media, or other reasons that should 
also be explained by researchers. ln the supplementary analysis of ques
tion four, in addition to identifying the main issues that the interviewee 
had linked to populism, researchers also had to assess whether one issue 
had been prioritized over others (in the case more than one issue had been 
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r ferred to) to nam rhe p cific example that had been pr vided and 
tO determine wheth r the o ial i u referred to by the re pondent had 
been pr ented maínly a a call ,01' a 011 equence, of populi m. inally, 
in lhe analy i of que tion tive, which was related to the media and to 
the objective of ascertaining whether leading media outlets were support
ive or criticai of populism, researchers were asked to note the examples 
provided (popu list media outlet and media thar cove! certa in issues in a 
populi t manner) and to retrieve the foIlowing meta-information: What is 
the per pc tive f the interviewce regarding whethcr leadiag media outlets 
cover populist politicai actors in his/her country?; if there is news cover
age of populi m; whar i the interviewee's view on whether the media are 
predominantly criti a i 01' supportive of populism?; and the explanation 
behind that m dia tance. 

Use af Terms in the Text 

Given the sample size, composition, and selection, it was decided that 
it would be of little value to provide the exact number of people who 
responded in a particular way to each questiono Such an approach was 
also deemed to run counter to a qualitative investigation of this nature. 
Instead, throughout the chapters we often use the terms 'many', 'a lor', 
'mostly', 'a majority'. These words were chosen carefully to convey the 
scale of a particular response to questions. They are ambiguous in nature, 
used here in the following way. 'Minority': less than 50 percent. 'Few 01' 

not many': less than 30 percent. 'Majority': more than 50 percent of those 
responding but not more than 70 percent. 'Mainly or a lot': between 70 
and 90 percent. 'Most': more than 90 percent of those interviewed. 

Use af Direct Quotes 

The inclusion of direct quotes was not deemed necessary for the research 
coherence, but it was deemed they would provide a useful insight into 
the views of interviewees in certain contexts. Once the interview material 
had been analyzed, it was agreed in the working group that the contrib
uting authors would review the transcripts and identify possible quotes 
that could clearly illustrate a particular point of view. These quotes were 
provided together with an explanation of where they could fit best and 
what they best illustrated, and were included in the two chapters on the 
politicians and journalists' perceptions of populism whenever possible. 

Ethical Cansideratians 

Finally, considering the topic and the characteristics of the research 
approach, ethícal considerations were of utmost importance to the proj
ect. Clear guidance was sent to ali those involved in the research projecto 
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Those unfamiliar with ethical research principIes or those responsible for 
researchers that were unfamiliar were required to ensure that adequate 
training was undertaken and that ali were familiar with guidelines and 
possible violations. There are numerous research ethics guidelines and in 
our case, the researchers adhered to the European Science Foundation's 
code of conduct on research integrity, which is available at https://tinyurl. 
comly6u06ahu. 

ln addition to this, country researchers needed to comply with their own 
university's ethical guidelines, ensuring prior ethical clearance irom their 
own universities (documentation confirming this ethical permission was 
provided for the COST Action's records), and obtaining any further permis
sions from necessary committees for the research and the realization of the 
interviews with politicians and journalists. The jnterviewers required the 
explicit authorization of the interviewee to use their na me and professional 
position. ln cases where this permission was not granted, full anonymity 
was given as an alternative, provided that the national research team was 
direct!y and fully involved in the interview to avoid any potential use of 
false information. The politicaI situation in some of the countries included 
in the study meant there was a need to safeguard certain interviewees, espe
cially those who only felt safe to express their views anonymously. Each 
country team was responsible for securely storing the interview material 
and ensuring this complied with national and EU-wide data legislation. 

Conc1usion 

This chapter provided background on the methodological approach 
adopted in the study of politicians' and journalists' perceptions of pop
ulism further explained in the next two chapters. The following two 
chapters are the product of a large-scale piece of qualitative comparative 
research involving researchers irom 15 countries, conducting and ana
lyzing some 96 interviews in 15 different languages. The study includes 
countries irom Eastern, Western, Northern, and Southern Europe, which 
have experienced different ideological versions of populism and different 
leveis of success of populist actors and ideas. Such large-scale qualitative 
projects tend to be the exception in compara tive research, which is often 
largely quantitative in nature, in no small part due to the logistical and 
financial challenges such a large qualitative undertaking involves. The 
COST Action provided a unique opportunity to assemble a knowledge
able research team with the skills to make such an undertaking a reality. 
Besides the immediate linguistic advantages, such a team provided an 
in-depth culturally nuanced insight that could not be gained otherwise, 
and rarely by quantitative research. It is only with this knowledge that 
qualitative compara tive research can be undertaken thoroughly and any 
reliable patterns identified. lndeed, without this it would have been very 
difficult to conduct a research project of this kind. 
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As noted from the outset the project was a ollaborative exercise. Ali 
workiog group member had the opporrunity to provide input imo each 

age of the research proc Erom design through ro dle analy is and 
[~itin up. When de igning th pr j ct, the approach tak n wa ubject tO 

~~uch disCll sion. Member wer commirted tO ao interpretivi t approach 
~hat gave voi e tO ~ara subjecr ~nd examin7d and ag~ee~ on the ampling 
and analysis techUlqlle a olltllned. A project of [h. kmd po es evera l 
ballenges. For exampl,e there was no blldg t to ondu t re earch or pay 

profe ional translators and [he e activities had to be conducted by team 
members. 

Ethical considerations were of utmost importance to the projecto Clear 
gllidance was sent to aI! those involved in the r:e earch project, and those 
who were unfamiliar had to ensure that adequare learning was undertaken 
and that ali were then familiar with guidelines and possible violations. 

The qualitative approach to research adopted here results in very rich 
and complex datasets that have only started to scratch the surface in the 
next chapters. A lot is stillleft to investigate and disentangle in the data. 
Different research approaches based, for example, on criticaI discourse 
analysis or other forI1ls of narra tive analysis, cOllld point to the exis
tence of meaningful underlying differences across countries, not detected 
through thematic analysis (even though severallayers of analysis were 
performed in the current study). This was a first exploratory approach to 
a highly complex phenomenon aimed at describing and explaining percep
tions and variation across countries. The role of journalists and politicians 
in interpreting and framing populism is not insignificant consideríng that 
their perceptions' impact on politics might, in turn, influence matters as 
important as the acceptance oE democratic rules (freedom of expression, 
etc.), for example. 
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